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Introduction

Sexual harassment of students is illegal' A federal law, Title IX of the

EducationAmendments 0f 1972 (Titk 1,$, prohibits discrimination
on the basis of sex, including sexual harassment, in education
programs and activities. A1l public and private education institutions

ihai receive any federal funds must comply with Title IX. Title IX

protects students from harassment connected to any of the academic,

educational, extracurricular, athletic, and other programs or activities
of schools, regardless of the location. Title IX protects both male and

female students from sexual harassmentby any school empioyee,
another student, or a non-employee third party.

Preventing and remedying sexual harassment in schools is essential

to ensure a nondiscriminatory, safe environment in which students

can learn. Unfortunately, students, Parents, and school staff may
not know what sexual harassment is, how to stoP it, and what
can be done to prevent it from happening. This pamphlet uses a

question-and-answer format to provide students, Parents, school
administrators, school employees, and others with fundamental
information on recognizing and, addressing sexual harassment
under Title IX as it is interpreted by the U.S. Department of
Educationt Office for Civil Rights (OCR). OCR is the federal
agency responsible for enforcing Title lXin schools that receive
federal funds from the U.S. Department of Education.
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Part One: Defining Sexual Harassment

What is sexual harassment?

Sexual harassment is conduct that:

1) is sexual in nature;

2) is unwelcome; and

3) denies or limits a student's ability to participate in or benefit
from a school's education program.

Sexual harassment can take different forms depending on the
harasser and the nature of the harassment. The conduct can be
carried out by school employees, other students, and non-employee
third parties, such as a visiting speaker. Both male and female
students can be victims of sexual harassment. and the harasser and
the victim can be of the same sex.

The conduct can occur in any school program or activity and can
take place in school facilities, on a school bus, or at other off-
campus locations, such as a school-sponsored field trip or a training
program at another location. Tlie conduct can be verbal, nonverbal,
or physical.

The judgment and common sense of teachers and school
administrators are very important elements in determining whether
sexual harassment has occurred and in determining an appropriate
response, especially when dealing with young children.

What are some examples of sexual conduct?

Examples of sexual conduct include:

' making sexual propositions or pressuring students for sexual favors;

' touching of a sexual nature;

' writing graffiti of a sexual nature;

' displaying or distributing sexually explicit drawings, pictures, or
written materials:
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performing sexual gestures or touching oneself sexualiy in front
of others:

telling sexual or dirty jokes;

spreading sexual rumors or rating other students as to sexual
activitlr or performance; or

circulating or showing e-mails or Web sites of a sexual nature.

Example; A school official sends a student a text message
to arrange a time to meet for a sexual encounter. Sending
such a text message would constitute sexual conduct.

Is all pbysical contact sexual in nature?

No. Legitimate nonsexual touching or conduct generally will not
be considered sexual harassment. However, it may rise to that level
if it takes on sexual connotations.

Example: A high school athletic coach hugs a srudent
who makes a goal. This by itself is not considered sexual
conduct. However, a coach's hugging of a student could be
considered sexual conduct if it is unwelcome and occurs
under,inappropriate circumstances.

LVhat if the sexual conduct is criminal in nature?

Sexual harassment includes conduct that is criminal in nature,
such as rape, sexual assault, dating violence, and sexually motivated
stalking. Even if a school reports possible criminal conduct to the
police, that does not relieve the school of its responsibilities under
Title lX,which are discussed in Part Two.
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Must the sexual conduct be unwelcorne?

Yes. Conduct is considered unwelcome if the student did not
request or invite it and considered the conduct to be undesirable
or offensive. The age of the student, the nature of the conduct,
and other relevant factors affect whether a student was capable
of welcoming the sexual conduct. A student's submission to the
conduct or failure to complain does not always mean that the
conduct was welcome.

F-xample 1: A middle school student makes offensive sexual
jokes to another student, but the student does not object to the
jokes or speak out against them.The student's failure to object
does not mean that he or she has welcomed the comments-

F-nample2: A female high school studentwillingly
kisses a male student on one occasion. When the student
subsequently attempts to kiss her again, she objects, but he
kisses her anyway. This subsequent kiss is considered to be
unwelcome despite the welcomeness of the first kiss.

Wben does sexual conduct "deny or limit a student\ ability to
participate in or beneftfrom a scbool's education program?"

Two general types of sexual conduct can deny or limit a student's
ability to participate in or benefit from a schoolt program. As
discussed below, teachers and other school employees can engage
in either type of conduct, while students and third parties can
engage in only one type.

One form of sexual harassment occurs when a teacher or other
school employee conditions an educational decision or benefit
on the student's submission to unwelcome sexual conduct.If this
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occurs, it does not matter whether the student resists and suffers
the threatened harm or submits to and avoids the threatened harm.

Sexual harassment also occurs when a teacher, school employee,
other student, or third party qeates a hostile environment
that is sufficiently serious to deny or limit a student's ability to
participate in or benefit from the school's program. Whether such
a hostile environment has been created depends on the particular
circumstances of the incident(s). Relevant considerations include,
but are not limited to:

' how much of an adverse effect the conduct had on the
studends educationl

' the type, frequency, or duration ofthe conduct;

' the iddntiry age,andsex of the harasser(s) and the victim(s),
and the relationship between them;

' the number of individuals who engaged in the harassing
conduct and atwhom the harassment was directed;

' the size of the school,location of the incidents, and context in
which they occurred; and

' whether other incidents occurred at the school involving
different students.
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The conduct does not necessarily have to be repetitive. If
sufficiently severe, single or isolated incidents Can create a
hostile environment.

Example 1: Throughout the school year, Student A
repeatedly passes sexually explicit photographs to Student
B during class.The photographs are offensive to Student
B, and, consequently, Student B is unable to concentrate
during class or focus on the subject. Student A has created
a hostile environment that limits Student B's ability to
participate in the class.

Ellample 2: A high school student sexually assaulted
another high school student on one occasion when the
two were alone in a classroom. As a result, the victim is
afnid of attending any classes or coming into contact with
the harasser. Although this was an isolated incident, it is
sufficiently severe to create,a hostile environment.

Can young school cbildren engage in sexual ltarassment?

School personnel should consider the age and maturity of
students in responding to allegations ofsexual harassment.
When determining whether a young child has committed sexual
harassment, it is important for teachers and school administrators
to use good judgment and common sense.

Example 1: On one occasion, a first-grade student kisses
gr"tb"lfirst-grade student on the cheek in the playground.
This behavior does not constitute sexual harassmentl
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Example 2zOn numerous occasions over a period of
several months, a fifth-grade student inappropriately
touches another fifth-grade student and makes overdy
sexual comments and gestures to that student. The conduct
is unwelcome and results in the victim's grades falling
because he or she is unable to concentrate on studying. This
behavior constitutes sexual harassment.

Are gay and lesbian students protectedfrom sexual harassment?

Title IX prohibits harassing conduct that is of a sexual nature if it
is unwelcome and denies or limits a student's ability to participate
in or benefit from a school's program, regardless of whether the
harassment is aimed 

^t 
gay or lesbian students or is perpetrated by

individuals of the same or opposite sex. Title.IX does not address
discrimination or other issues related to sexual orientation.

Example 1: Throughout football season, a male member
of the high school football team makes unwelcome sexual
advances toward another member of the football team.
who is a homosexual male. As a result, the victim quits the
football team.This conduct is sexual in nature, unwelcome,
and has denied the victim the ability to participate on the
school,football team. This is sexual harassment covered bv
Title IX.

Example 2: Students heckle another student with
comments that are based on the studentb sexual orientation
but are not sexual in nature (r.g.,"g y students are not
welcome at this table in the lunch roorrt''). Even if these
comments are unwelcome and deny the student's ability
to benefit from br participate in the school's education
program, the conduct is not sexual, and this is not sexual
harassment covered by Title IX.

8
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PartTwo: Responding to Sexual Flarassment

Hora should a school respond when it receiwes information about
a I I ege d s exua I lt aras s me n t ?

If a student, his or her parent, or a responsible employee reports
the harassment, or a school employee observes the harassment,
the school should inform the harassed student (and the student's
parent depending on the student's age) of the options for formal
and informal action and of the school's responsibilities, which are
discussed below. Resardless of whether the victim files a formal
complaint or r.q.r.ri, action, the school must conduct a prompt,
impartial, and thorough investigation to determine what happened
and must take appropriate steps to resolve the situation.

If other sources, such as a witness to the incident, an anonymous
letter or phone call, or the media, report the harassment, the
school should respond in the same manner described above if it
is reasonable for the school to conduct an investigation and the
school can confirm the allegations. Considerations relevant to this
determination may include, but are not limited to, the:

' source and nature of the information:

' seriousness of the alleged incident;

' specificity of the information;

' objectivity and credibility of the source that made the report;

' ability to identify the alleged victims; and

' cooperation from the alleged victims in pursuing the matter.

What if the victim requests confdentiality or asks that the complaint
not be pursued?

The school should take all reasonable steps to investigate and
respond to the complaint in a manner consistent with a request for
confidentiality from a student. If a student insists that his or her
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name not be disclosed to the harasser, the school's ability to respond
maybg limited.The school also must consider its responsibility to
provide a safe and nondiscriminatory environment for all students.
Thus, the school must weigh the confidentiality request against the
following factors:

' seriousness of the alleged harassment;

'age ofthe harassed student; and

' other complaints that the same individual has harassed others.

Elrample A female elementary school student describes an
incident to her teacher that involved another teacher forcing
her to engage in sexual activity.The student begs the teacher
to not tell anybodywhat happened.This is a situation in
which the school's duty to provide all students with a safe
environment might outweigh the student's request.

Additionally state or local laws may require schools to report incidents
to the police.

Does a school bawe to do anytbing about sexual ltarassment if a particular
incident is not reported to the school?

If the harasser is a teacher or another school employee and if the
harassment occurs while the school employee is acting, or reasonably
apperys to be acting, in rhe context of his or her responsibilities to
provide aid, benefits, and services to students, the school is directly
responsible for and must remedy the harassment regardless ofwhether
the school knew or should have known that the incident occurred.
If the harasser is another student, a third party,or a school employee
who is n9t acjrfg within the context of hii or her responsibiJity
to provide aid, benefits, or services to students, then the schooi is
responsible for investigatilg the conduct and taking appropriate steps
to resolve the situation onlywhen it knows or should hive known that
the harassment occurred.

l0
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Example: It is well-known to students and staffthat
graffiti of a sexual nature appears on the sides of
buildings throughout a school's campus in plain sight.
The pervasiveness of this harassment may be enough to
conclude that the school should have known that the
harassment occurred.If so, then the school is responsible
for investigating and responding to the harassment
regardless of whether it received a specific complaint about
the graffiti

What actions, if any, should schools take while inaestigating a
complaint?

It may be necessary for schools to take interim measures during
the investigation of a complaint. For instance, if a student alleges
harassment by another student, the school may keep those students
separated until the investigation is complete. If a teacher is the
alleged harasser, it may be appropriate for the str-rdent to transfer to
another class.

It is a good practice for schools to keep the student who alleged
the harassment informed of the status of the investigation.

What does a school haoe to do once the inaestigation is complete?

The school must notify the victim (and his or her parents
depending on the age of the victim) of the outcome of its
investigation and of any punishments imposed that directly relate
to the victim, such as an order for the harasser to stay away ftom
the victim.

If the school determines that a student was sexually harassed, the
school must take reasonable, prompt, age-appropriate, and effective
action to end the harassment and prevent it from happening
again to the victim or to others.If the school fails to do so, it must
remedy the effects of the harassment on the victim that could have
been avoided ifthe school had responded prompdy and effectively.

11
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In addition, if the harasser is a school employee and if the harassment
occurs while the employee is acting, or reasonably appears to be acting,
in the context of carrying out his or her responsibiJities to provide
aid, benefits, and services, the school must remedy the effects of the
harassment on the victim.

Erample 1: A teacher sexuallyharasses an eighth-grade student
in the school hallway.The student is not in any of the teacher's
classes and the teacher is not a hall monitor. However, in light of
the 4ge and educational level ofthe student and the status and
degree ofinfluence ofteachers in secondary schools, the student
could reasonablvbelieve that the teacher had at least informal
disciplinary u.rtjrority orr.r him or her.Therefore, this conduct
is considered to have occurred in the context ofthe teac-her's
responsibility to provide aid,benefits, and services to students,
and thus the school must remedy the effects of the harassment
in addition to stopping it and prlventing it from recurting.

E><ample 2: A faculty member of a university's history
department repeatedly, over severalweeks, touclres and makes
sexually suggestive remarks to a female graduate engineering
student while waiting for the university shutde bus, riding on
the bus, and exiting the bus. As a result, the student stops using
the bu$ and walfts the long distances between her classes. This
conduct occurred outside of the context of the faculty member's
duties to provide aid,benefits, or services to the student, and
thus the school is not required to remedy the effects of the
harassment. However, ifthe school fails to take reasonable
and efFective action to end the harassment after it has received
notice of the harassment, the school must remedy the efibcts of
the harassment that could have been avoided ifthe school had
responded promptly and effectively.

t2
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What are some examples oftbe stEs a scbool should take to end
barassment and prevent itfrom ltappening again?

The appropriate steps should be tailored to the specific situation. For
example, the school may need to develop and publicize new policies
or conduct training. Depending on the nature and severity of the
harassment, counseling, discipline, or further separation of the victim
and harasser m y be necessary.

Responsive measures should be designed to minimize the burden on
the victim as much as possible. If the schoolk initial response does
not stop the harassment and prevent it from happening again, the
school may need to take additional, stronger measures.

What are some examples of hozo a school can remedy the efects of
sexual harassment?

If the school is required to remedy the effects of the harassment
on the victim, the rypes of action required will vary depending on
the circumstances.

Example 1: A college professor sexually harassed a student
in his or her class in the context of the professor's duty to
provide services to the student. Consequendy, the student
was unable to concentrate during class and did not learn the
course material.To remedy the effects of the harassment, the
school may be required to take such actions as:

. arranging for an independent assessment of the
student's work

. xrungjng for the student to take the course again with
a different instructor;

' providing tutoring;
. making tuition adjustments; or
. offering reimbursements for professional counseling.

t3
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Example 2: A high. school student informs the school thatanother srudent ; i:l .tu* l,r, l..o r;*"11il;;il;""'
*: ti j!::.r,: avoid hirn, ,h"i;;;;" coming ro classrare.lrs a result, she has missed some pop quizies.Ifthe school delays its response to this complaint and thevictim suffers additionai effects orirr. i."russment, such asmissing additional p"p qurn;;;;; she has to continue.gTing to class late, the schoot *urtL*.ayrt. 

"d;;;,'*"of the harassment that could nil;;;; pr;.";J;f;;;

::1"":ll1 
responded promptly una *nb.tir,.ly. In this

:":",,.": 
apqropriate re.medy may includ. ..r.h actions ascalculating the student's grade without a""rirg i; rh"-"student's failure to take tfr. quirrrE,rJ"* the student

n^1^.: 
opportuniry to rake in.- qi;,rr,;. ;;;d;;fo, u'mdependent assessment of the srudent,s work.

t4
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PartThree: Reporting and preventing sexual Harassment

Who should re?ort incidents of sexual harassment?

AlFo-dl who sees sexual harassment occur should report it; the
individual need not be the victim of the harassmenr. Schools
should ensure that employees clearly understand the extent of their
responsibilities for reporting sexual harassment.

Tb ushom should a wictim or other indiaidual report tbe harassment?
The harassment should be reported to a responsible school
employee, such as a teacher, principal, faculiy member,
administrator, security officer, uffir-utirr. u.iion oficer, or
professional staffmember in the office of student affaiis.
Additionally, as every school must have a Titre-rxcoordinator, the
harassment can be reported to this individual as well.
A.t*9."j,pjr1nt, or other individual also may file a complaint
y]t!_the u.s. Department of Education's ofice for civil'Rights
(OCR), as explained below.

what if the harasser threatens to retaliate against the nictim if be or
she reports the incident?

Title IX also protects students from retaliation. The school must
take steps to prevent the alleged harasser or anybody else at the
school from retaliating againit the victim. s,r.fr ,,.p, i".r"a.
informing students that 

litte lXprotects them from retaliation,
making-sure that victims know how to report any future problems,
.an{ Sakin_g follow-up inquiries to see if ihere t,irr. U."rr'urry rr.*
incidents. It also may be appropriate to counser the harasse, to
ensure that he or she ,.rnderstands that retaliation is prohibited.If
retaliation occurs, the school should take strong responsive actions.

15
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What procedures must a school hatte in place to prewent sexual
harassment and resolve complaints ?

Every school must:

' issue a policy against sex discrimination;
a adopt and publicize grievance procedures; and

have a Title IX coordinator.

What are grieaance procedures?

Grievance procedures are internal school procedures that address
violations of a schooi's policy against discrimination, including
sexual harassment. Grievance procedures must provide for prompt
and equitable resolution of complaints of sex discrimination.

The school should make sure that its policy against sex
discrimination and grievance procedures are widely distributed and
easily understood by students, parents of elementary and secondary
school students, and employees. At a minimum, students must
know that the grievance procedure exists, know how it works, and
know how to file a complaint. When a student or parent reports
sexual harassment, the school should explain how its grievance
procedures work and offer the student or parent the opportunity to
use them.

If a student or parent chooses to not use the school's grievance
procedures, that does not relieve the school of its responsibilities to
investigate and take appropriate action, as explained above in PartTwo.

What does tbeTidelX coordinator do?

The Title IX coordinator is responsible for coordinating a school's
efforts to complywith and carry out its Title IXresponsibilities.
Every school must have a Title -IXcoordinator.Title lXcoordinators
must have adequate training in sexual harassment and must be able
to explain the operation of the school's grievance procedure.

t6
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Hous do I knous who my school's Title IX coordinator is?

Every school must notify all students and employees of the name,
office address, and telephone number of its Title lXcoordinator(s).

What other steps can a school take to preaent sexual harassment?

OCR's experience shows that the best way for a school to deal
with sexual harassment is to prevent it from occurring in the first
place.In addition to the requirements explained above (well-
publicized nondiscrimination policy, grievance procedures, and
Title IX coordinator), a school may take a number of other steps
to prevent harassment.

For example, a school may conduct periodic sexual harassment
awareness training for all school stafl including administrators,
teachers, and guidance counselors, and age-appropriate sexual
harassment training for students. The training can include
information on the rypes of conduct that will be considered sexual
harassment and the range of possible consequences, the damage
that results from harassment, where students can find help, ways to
oppose harassment, and what to do about it.

What is OCR, and hozu do I report incidents of sexual harassment to
that ofice?

OCR is the federal agency responsible for ensuring that schools
comply with Title IX and other federal civil rights laws. One of
OCR's responsibilities is to resolve complaints of discrimination,
including sexual harassment complaints. OCR has L2
enforcement ofices located throughout the country that carry out
this responsibility.

An individual who wishes to file a complaint with OCR should do
so by contacting the enforcement office responsible for the state in
which that school is located. To find out which office is responsible
for your state and how to contact them, cali 1-800-42L-3487 or

t7
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check OCR'' Web site.at http://www.ed.govlocr. Generally, thecomplaint must be fiJed within rso a."^ of the date of the incident.
*9:1" 

and parents are nor required to use a school,s grievanceprocedures before filing a compliant with OCR

where can r get rnore inlformation about a schoo,s responsib,ities toaddress and preoent sexual barassrnent?
Please read ocR's Rerised sexual Harassrnent Guidance: Harassmentof Students by Scbool Emptoyrrr,, Oiirl{ndents, or Third parties,available otr-thr Deoartment's web site at http://www.ed,.gov/ocr/publications.html 

"i 
fr"- 

""y 
OCn."f"*ement office.
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